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Elite Tungsten Co. and Doug Vahrenberg join forces 

   Elite Tungsten co. and BASSmaster Open Pro, Doug Vahrenberg join forces to promote their new line of 

premiere tungsten weights. “I’ve been trying to find a negative to these weights but can’t find any” states 

Doug. “I’ve been testing them in all types of conditions from fishing rock piles, grass, timber, brush piles and 

more and the Elite Tungsten shape is superior to any tungsten weight I’ve ever fished. Plus they take extensive 

care in polishing the bore of the weight to eliminate line damage.” Elite Tungsten Co. has spent years refining 

and designing the perfect professional grade tungsten weights. Made of 97% tungsten, our tungsten fishing 

weights are twice as loud as lead, but 50% smaller than lead and eco friendly. Elite Tungsten Co. holes are precision-

bored so you can peg those weights if you choose. A Silky Smooth, Durable finish is applied top to bottom. It’s a 

tungsten weight like no other. “Tungsten weights are not created equal and Elite Tungsten has gone to the extremes to 

insure producing the best weights money can buy” stated Vahrenberg.  

   “Doug Vahrenberg has been competitively fishing for over 15 Years and his wealth of knowledge and expertise in 

sharing his secrets of success to others, makes Doug a perfect fit for Elite Tungsten Co.” stated Jimmie Underwood of 

Elite Tungsten Co. “Doug is known world-wide as fishing electronics expert and with that exposure and his abilities to 

share his insights is a perfect fit to help grow the Elite Tungsten Co. brand and product line.” Elite Tungsten Co. is based 

in Shreveport, Louisiana and sales their products thru dealerships and direct from the www.elitetungsten.com website. 

“As part of my partnership agreement I requested Elite Tungsten Co. help not only me but offer a special offer to my 

fishing friends and fans. Elite Tungsten co. quickly agreed.” For the next 30 Days Elite Tungsten will offer 10% all Elite 

Tungsten Weights for online sales. Just enter customer code DV10 and anyone will receive the discount. “I’m so excited 

about this partnership for me that I wanted others to learn the Elite Tungsten Co. difference too and enjoy the rewards 

of using these premier weights” Stated Vahrenberg.  

   Elite Tungsten currently offers 13 sizes of weights from as little as 1/16
th

 of an ounce to 1 ½ ounce weights. There is a 

weight to fit any angler’s needs and several more new products are coming soon.  

   Doug Vahrenberg is BASSmaster Open Pro that resides in Higginsville, Missouri. He has several Top 50 finishes and 

recently was one of the Top 10 Finalist in the FLW Stren Championship in Mobile, Alabama. He is well known for his 

work with Humminbird Side Imaging Electronics and product expertise. He founded the Yahoo Side Imaging Group to 

help others learn and share information on this game changing technology. He has a very accomplished sponsorship 

line-up that includes many of the leading brands of companies: Skeeter Boats, Yamaha Outboards, MinnKota Motors & 

Chargers, Humminbird Electronics, Transducer Shield and Saver, LuckyCraft Lures, Dobyns Rods, Daiwa Reels, 

LakeMaster Charts, Dave's Custom Baits, Omega Custom Tackle, Browning Eyewear, BullShad Swimbaits, Massey 

Ferguson Farm Equipment. You can learn more from his very informative website: www.dougvahrenberg.com  

 


